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Rebuttal Appendix R-2

ESTIMATING g FOR USE IN THE DCF MODEL

Eugene F. Brigham, Oilip K. Shome, and Steve R. Vinson

Public Utility Research Center
University of Florida

The constant growth (k = 0l/PO + g) version of the discounted cash

flow (OCF) model has become the most commonly used method for estimating
-a utility's cost of equity, and it has been recognized as the preferred

method by numerous regulatory agencies. 1 Its deserved popularity and

acceptance stem from its commonsense logic and its algebraic simplici~y.

While simple in form, the DCF model does have a major implementation

problem: in order to use DCF procedures to estimate k, an independent

estimate of g must first be made and then used as an input to the equa

tion.· In the discussion that follows, we examine various methods of

estimating g that have been discussed in the finance literature and used

by witnesses in utility rate cases.

Econometric analysts and researchers generally have long recognized

that all statistical estimators should possess the following properties:

1. Estimates should be unbiased. Valid procedures should, on average,
produce estimates that are neither systematically higher nor lower
than-- the "true" value of the variable of interest. Thus-;;.- if a
growth rate estimating technique can be shown to produce estimates

'.,-"",

lA complete derivation of this model along with the required assumptions
can be found in Eugene F. Brigham, Fundamentals of Financial ManaQement
(Dryden Press: Hinsdale, IL, 1983).
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that tend to be too high or too low, then that technique fails a
critical test.

2. Estimates should be efficient. A val id estimating method should
utilize all relevant information; that is, the estimate should not
disregard information. If a method of estimating growth fails to
utilize data which exists and which can logically be expected to
affect growth, then the method fails this test.

3. Estimates should be consistent. A method should produce growth
estimates that are not highly sensitive to the se1 e~tion of a

·particu1ar sample of data used to estimate the value. -Thus, if a
method produces radically different estimates of the growth rate
for a given company in a given time period due to seemingly slight
changes in input data, then the method fails the consistency test.

By imposing these standards, we show that several commonly used esti

mating methods are simply not viable for use in estimating g.

In general, methods which are based solely on historic data are

deficient in at least two and sometimes all three of the estimation
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demonstrate that these methods produce results which are essentially

arbitrary, because they depend both upon the length of the time period

selected as the sample computational base and upon the method of mathe

matical calculation. As a result, these purely historic estimators fail

the consistency test. In addition, through the use of an ~ctual exam

ple,_we show that nalve, extrapolation- of hist,oric data igno-res relevant

information about current economic conditions, and that, therefore,

these'types of estimato'rs' are also inefficient.

In Part 2, we discuss the use of security analysts' forecast data

as a method of estimating g. Basically, we confine ourselves to two

techniques, (1) obtaining the consensus forecast of long-term growth and

(2) averaging expected nonconstant growth rates in a manner that pro

duces an expected average growth rate es timate usable in the cons tant

growth model. There has been a great deal of research on the relative

accuracy of analysts' forecasts versus other forecasting procedures, and

also on the extent to which investors actually utilize analysts' fore

casts versus other forecasts. Much of this research was prompted by the

SEC's interest in the type, of information which management should be

f~qu i red to make, aya i1ab1e to i nves_ tors. ,In any event, we draw upon

this extensive research in reaching. our conclusion that analysts' fore

casts provide, in general, the best single method for estimating a DCF

growth_ rate.
! i \......

. .'," ...

'..~

Extrapolation of Historic Accounting Data

Extrapolating, or trending, historic data has in. the past been the

most frequently used technique for estimating g. Today, however, after
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the experience of the 1970s, this method generally produces estimates of

g, and consequently 'of k, that are downward biased. This bias occurs

because a basic assumption that underlies all trending methods has been

consistently violated, namely, the assumption that the firm will operate

in a future economic environment identical to the past environment.

This'~osition is clearly unrealistic and unacceptable, given ~he actual

events which occured over the past decade. To illustrate, Table 1

presents some data which show clearly that the utility industry's in

vestment' position dropped drastically from 1970 through 1982. First,

note that consumers in general kept up with and indeed actually bettered

inflation. An investor with a portfolio of industrial stocks would have

seen his or her dividends almost keep pace with inflation, and such an

i nves tor wou 1d., further, have had some capi ta1 ga ins to help offset

inflation. In contrast, a util ity investor who had to 1ive on his or

her dividend income, would, in 1982, have had a real income equal to

only 36.5 percent of his or her 1970 real income, and capital losses

would have further aggravated the utility investor's problem. Finally,

data in the last column of the table show that utility stocks have in

recent years been selling at substantial discounts below their book

values, which is clear evidence that they have not been earning their

costs of capital.

Ig total, the Table 1 data make it clear that the utili~~ industry

duriR~the decade of the 1970s was hemorrhaging, and the indU5try had to

improve if it was to remain viable. In view of this fact, it is clear

that no rational investor would be will ing to buy the stock of a util i ty

if he or she expected its future experience to resemble that of the past

decade. Clearly, rational people would not buy stocks in the belief
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Tabl e 1
I·

Comparative Statistlcs on COnsumers' and
Investors' Economic Performance

Consumers Industrial Investors Utilitt 'Investors All Investors
Disposable S&P , ectric

Market/Book RatiosePersonal S&P 400 Industrials Power com~anies
Income Dlvidende Averagg S&P 400 Compustat

CPIa per capitab Dividend~veraga
Year per Share Price per Share Price Industrials Electrics

1970 116.3 $3,390 $3.20 $ 91.29 $2.40 $40.39 1.91 1.54
1971 121.3 3.16 108.40 2.47 43.42 2.05 1.41
1972 125.3 3.22 121.80 2.53 41.20 2.31 1.34
1973 133.1 3.46 120.50 2.51 38.10 1.74 0.95
1974 147.7 4,667 3.71 92.91 2.49 26.70 1.12 0.64
1975 161.2 5,075 3.72 96.56 2.57 27.57 1.41 0.88
1976 170.5 5,477 4.22 114.30 2.58 32.01 1.53 1.00 I

1977 181.5 5,965 4.95 108.40 2.74 35.25 1.25 0.97 <J'1
I

1978 195.3 6,621 . 5.38 106.20 2.94 33.64 1.19 0.83
1979 217.7 7,331 6.02 114.80 3.10 31.06 1.21 0.74
1980 247.0 8,032 6.49 134.50 3.20 28.08 1.42 0.70
1981 272.3 8,906 7.01 144.30 3.42 28.53 1.15 0.76
1982 288.6 9,377 7.18 135.85 3.78 32.83 1.28 0.91

%Change
1970-1982 148.2 176.6 124.38 4.8.81 57.50 -18.72 -32.98 -40.91

Sources: ~a~ Employment &Earnings. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
b, Sta;tistical Abstract of United States (1982-1983 Ed.), U.S. Department of Commerce,

, Bur.eau of the Census. ,,II •

~c) S&P Abstract Handbook.
d) S&P Statistical Service, Security Price Index Record.

(e) Compustat Data Tapes.
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that they were going to lose ground to inflation and to experience

capital losses. Therefore, investors cannot be expecting the economic

experience of the ]970s and early 1980s to be repeated in the future.

Thus, the basic assumption of the historic method of estimating the DCF

g--namely, that history is expected to repeat itself--is vio~ated.

. ...Even though logic and common sense, plus the data 4n Table 1,

demonstrate that investors cannot be expecting a repeat of 1970s condi-

tions, it is worthwhile to analyze the major causes of the 1970s prob

lems, for such an analysis provides insights into the direction of

change in the basic determinants of g:

1. Over the years 1974 to 1982, high rates of inflation, exacerbated
by regulatory lag, caused significant earnings attrition in the
utility industry. The companies sought, and normally were granted,
substantial rate increases, but by the time the increases were in
effect, inflationary pressures on operating and capital costs had
pushed the cost of service above the historic test-year levels used
to set rates, rendering the rate increases inadequate. The attri
tion problem' was compounded, after 1974, by a slowdown in the rate
of growth in the demand for electricity, which was caused by price
increases and which resulted, in many instances, in excess genera
ti ng capac; ty.

2. Concurrent with the drop in earnings in the mid and late 1970s was
a rise in dividend payout rates, whi'ch further inhibited growth
from earnings retention. Managers were faced with the di.lemma of
trying not only to keep faith with investors, who counted on diyi
dend income, but also to maintain the market value of equity by
keeping utility stock dividend yields on par with the yields
offered on competi ng fi nanc iali ns truments. However, the source
of dividends--earnings--simply did not keep pace with inflation, so
utility managers were generally unsuccessful i.n preve.nting large
declines in their companies' stock prices. . "-_.

3. -,--The problem was compounded because utilities wereq]..so issuing
large quantities of new equity to finance the completion of their
construction programs. Since stock prices had fallen below book
value, each additional issue of new stock diluted the value of the
existing equity. When dilution occurs, the book value per share
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after a stock offering is driven below the pre-sale book value.
Thus, allowed earnings per share, which are the product of the
authorized rate of return times book value per share, will be lower
post-sale, even if the rate of return remains constant.

4. In the early 1980s, in response to the effects of Points 1, 2, and
3, both managers and regulators pushed for new regulatory proce
dures and policies designed to limit attrition and dilution.
Increasing the frequency of rate case applications, requesting more
realistic rate of return allowances, putting CWIP in -rate base,
_~sing future test periods, and making direct attrition ~djustments

are just a few of the methods that were used to bring-the earned
rate of return more in line with the actual cost of capital.

5. Recently, short-run inflation has abated, and many utilities have
completed their construction programs, which has relieved pressure
on the financial markets. These events, combined with the points
made in Number 4 above, have caused utility stock prices to rise
appreciably, though not as rapidly as have industrial stock prices.

Thus, over the past decade, the util ity industry has been on a roller

coaster ride, but one with more downs than ups. In the mid and late

1970s, growth was significantly retarded, primarily as a result of the
- -

utilities' inability to recover costs of service on a timely basis.

However, wi thi n the 1as t two yea rs prospects for improved performance

have come about through efforts at regul atory reform, the effect of

lessened inflation, and the completion of many construction programs.

Figure 1 gives a picture of the improving economic environment for

utilities.- It shows -that authorized and earned" ROEs both have gone up

sharply in recent years, alth~ugh the ~ituation has stabilized in 1983

due to the drop in inflation and interest rates.

Even though the changing economic scenario described above is well

known:- some rate- of return- wit~esses- persist in~giving equa-r we-ight to

both the current conditions and the earlier depressed years. - This

imparts a downward bias to their growth rate estimates, especially for
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Figure 1
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Sourc~: Salomon Brothers, Electric Utility Regu1ation--Semi-
annual Review. August 22, 1983. ~.~
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witnesses who calculate growth rates over the last 5- to 10-years for

earnings, book value, or retention, since these were the growth rates

that were most severely impacted by attrition and dilution. (As noted

above, managers increased payout ratios in an attempt to maintain divi

dend growth, so historic dividend growth was influenced ~o a lesser

degree by the attrition than were earnings, book values, and~ROEs.)

It should also be noted that witnesses who trend growth from his-

tori c dat'a-on-a- samp1e of SUPl>o·sedly "comparab1ell uti 1i ty compani es add

nothing to reduce the inherent downward bias. Attrition, dilution, and

other problems affected the entire utility industry, so whether a wit-

ness focuses on a single company or a group of companies, the downward

bias in historic data is still present.

We can ill ustrate the preceding points wi th data taken from a

representative electric utility, The Southern Company. Table 2 presents

actual data on Southern's earnings per share (EPS), dividends per share

(DPS), book value per share (BVS), return on average common equ i ty

(ROE), and the earnings retention rate (b) over the period 1973-1983.

From the data in Table 2, we calculated the annual growth rates

shown in Table 3. An examination of these growth rates indicates the

following:

1. Southern's EPS growth was highly variable, primarily as a result of
the cycling effect described below: ._~: .

.:--a. Southern's earnings would fall as the result of.~its rising
costs of -service. This \'Jould trigger a request for higher
rates.

b. A rate increase would typically be granted, based on costs
identified in an historic test year. This would produce
higher earnings during the first year following the rate
increase.
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Tabl e 2
Southern Company Data, 1973-1983

Year EPS DPS BVS ROE b

1973 $2.07 $1.34 $18.21

1974 1.41 1.40 16.58 8.11% 0.7%

1975 2.26 1.40 16.89 13.50 • 38.1
-

1976 1.65 1.42 16.83 9.79 13.9
-4

1977 1.98 1.48 17.26 11.62 25.3

1978 1.45 1.54 17.05 8.45 -6.2

1979 1.51 1.54 16.80 8.92 -1.9

1980 2.23 1.56 16.80 13.27 30.0

1981 1.81 1.62 16.35 10.92 10.5

1982 2.26 1.66 16.78 13.64 26.5

1983 2.40 1.73 17.20 14.13 27.9

Source: Value Line, Investment Report, September 30, 1983.

Table 3
The Southern Company's Annual Growth Rate, 1973-1982

Growth as Measured in:
Period EPS DPS BVS b(ROE)

1973-74 -31.9% 4.4% -8.9% 0.1%
1974-75 60.3 0.0 1.9 5.1
1975-76 -26.9 1.4 -0.4 1.4

- 1976-77 20.0 4.2 2.6 2.9-":'-
1977-78 -26.8 4.1 -1.2 -0.5
1978-79 4.1 0.0 -1.5 -0.2·~

1979-80 47.7 1.3 0.0 4.0
1980-81 -18.8 3.8 -2.7 1.1
1981-82 24.9 2.5 2.6 3.6
1982-83 6.2 4.2 2.5 3.9
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c. Costs would continue to rise, causing earnings to decline
again in the following year, thus triggering another rate
increase request.

2. DPS growth was relatively stable as compared to EPS growth. This
reflects the managed nature of dividends, wherein management fo
cuses on traditional utility policies regarding both consistent
payments and stable growth. However, we should also note that
Southern's dividend growth rate did not keep pace witn inflation-
Southern experienced the same problem as other utilities, as shown

-~in Table 1 above. This demonstrates that while Southern's managers
were partially successful in maintaining stable dividend growth,
they were not able to maintain the equity investors' relative
purchasing power, which equity investors normally expect.

3. BVS growth has also been volatile, reflecting not only the cyclical
nature of equity returns but also the dilution effects of the
issuance of new shares at prices below book value.

4. The retention measure of growth, g = b(ROE), combines the effects
of the rising payout ~atios, which were required to increase DPS,
and the depressed level of ROE. Both of these factors impacted the
b term, and of course a low ROE also impacts g. The b(ROE) growth
rate does not directly reflect the dilution effects of below-book
stock sales, but a volatile b and a volatile ROE combine to produce
a volatile estimate of g, as well as a low g. "

Figure 2 gives log-linear plots of BVS, EPS, and DPS for Southern.

Especi ally relevant to an investor today is the peri od of improvement

beginning after 1981. A fundamental shift has taken place in the

economy and for the utility industry, and this trend is well known by

investors and embodied in stock prices. However, growth rates based on

historic information do not properly capture this change, which means

that growth estimates based on historic data fail the efficiency criter

ion in the sense that information about the current economfC:"environment

is -',-gnored. While it is difficult to quantify the amouri~of downward

bias created through this inefficient use of information, average growth

over the last 2 years is almost double the average growth over the past

10 years, and recent growth is about 50 percent greater than growth over
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Figure 2
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the most recent five-year period. Thus, it is clear that historic

growth rates substantially understate reasonably projected future growth

rates.

Choice of Historic Period

Even if the hi storie data were representative of current and ex

pected future economic conditions, biased forecasts could s~ill result

from the choice of the sample period, the computational methodology, or

both. The following points should be noted as potential biasing

factors:

1. Time period. We showed 11 years of data for Southern in Table 2.
However, we could have used 25 years, or 5 years, or 2 years, or
any other number of years. Since historic growth rates make little
sense as predictions of future growth, there is no rule as to the

-appropriate number of years one should analyze when calculating
growth rates.

2. Compound, point-to-point growth rates. In Table 3 we showed annual
growth rates. However, analysts who focus on historic growth'
generally look at growth over a number of years. The easiest
historic growth rate to calculate is the compound rate between two
dates. For example, Southern's EPS grew at a rate of 1.5 percent
from 1973 to 1983, while DPS grew at a 2.0 percent rate during this
same period. Note that the point-to-point growth rate could change
radically if we used two other points. For example, if we calcu
lated the five-year EPS growth rate from 1977 to 1982, we would
obtain 2.7 percent, but the five-year rate one year later, from
1978 to 1983, is 10.6 percent. This radical change occurs because
the point-to-point rate is extremely sensitive to the base and
terminal years. Clearly, this procedure fails the consistency
criterion. .

3. Compound growth rate, average-to-average .. To reduce somewhat the
problem of base and terminal year sensitivity, some anaT~sts--those

at Value Line" forexample-'';'us'e an average-to-average calculation.
-'Thus, to calculatE! Southern's EPS growth rate over, the~'f'€riod 1976
to 1981, the Value Line analysts would (1) find the average EPS
over the years 1975 to 1977 and use this value ($1.96) as the base
year, (2) find the average EPS over the years 1980 to 1982 and use
this value ($2.10) as the terminal year, and (3) calculate a com
pound growth rate of 1.4 percent based on these averaged data.
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While this procedure is superior to the simple point-to-point cal
culation, there is still no rule to follow in the selection of
either the base period or the length of time to consider that will
produce a viable g.

4. Least squares regression. A third way to estimate historic growth,
and the most sophisticated method commonly used, is by log-linear
1east squares regress ion. The regress ion method does give con
sideration to all data points in the sample, and hence jt is least
likely to be biased by a randomly high or randomly low beginning or

.ending year. Again, however, there is no rule as to ~hich years
to include in the sample, and therefore even the least squares
method produces arbi trary resul ts. For example, Southern's log- 
linear least squares growth in EPS for the five-year period 1978 to
19831S 10.6 percent, while the growth rate calculated in the same
manner for the period 1977 to 1982 is 5.0 percent.

5. Geometric, moving, weighted, and centered averages of year-to-year
growth. There are also an almost infinite number of averaging
schemes available to the witness using historic data. It is impos
sible to evaluate all of them, but it ;s sufficient to note that a
judicious choice of the averaging method, combined with the choice
of base and terminal periods, can enable an analyst to obtain

.almost any growth rate.

In summary, historic data reflect the economic conditions that

existed during past periods. If the economic structure has changed, or

if it is unstable, the use of historic data will produce estimates of

growth that are different from the expectations held by current market

participants. Moreover, the use of historic data also presents the

opportunity for injecting biases through the choice of sample period or

computational methodology. These two primary criticisms lead to the

conclusion that estimates of g derived from historic data are generally

both i[lconsistent and inefficient, hence they produce biased- results.

At bes±, these biases are unconscious; at worst, they are dQ-liberately

designed to produce a preconceived result.
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Biasing Effect of the Historic Book Value Growth Rate

The historic growth rate in book value is an especially biased

estimator of the DCF growth rate whenever ROEs have been increasing ..

This point is demonstrated in Table 4. Here we show the situation for a

company that earns 8 percent on equ i ty in it ially, but whose ROE ri ses

duri-ng the analysis period due to increased inflation and a~r~sing cost

of capital; that pays out 60 percent of its earnings, hence has a reten-

tion rate of b = 0.4; and that either sells no new stock or else sells

stock at book value, so that book value changes only as a result of

reinvesting earnings. Further, we assume that the company's earned ROE

at each point in time reflects costs, that investors expect capital

costs to remain at current levels, and hence that the best estimate of

ROE at each point in time is the current ROE level. Here are the high

lights of Table 4:

1. Under the conditions set forth in the example--namely, an expecta
tion at each point in time for a stable ROE, a stable payout ratio,
and no sale of new stock at below book--the g = b(ROE) estimate in
Column 10 is the one that any intelligent investor would make.
This is the growth rate that Dr. Gordon used when he first devel
oped the DCF model for cost of capital estimation.

-1
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2. Growth rates based on historic book values consistently under
predict the correct growth rate. This downward bias exists for a
period equal to the historic period analyzed, which in this case is
five years. Had a ten year historic average been used to calculate
the book value growth rate, then the downward bias would have
persisted for ten years.
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3. The hi storie EPS and DrS growth rates tend to overstate the most
.:-F-easonab1e predi cted growth rate. Thi s resu1t occQ1"'"S because,
under the condiions set forth in the example, an investor would
not, at any point in time, predict a continuation of rising ROEs,
yet historic growth rates do reflect rising ROEs .

4. If the example were expanded to include below-book sales of stock,
then the book value growth estimate waul d be further downward
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Table 4,

Illustration of Growth Rate Estimates

Book Value
Per Shar~. Earnings Dividends· Predicted Growth Rate

t
Based On Actual

GVPS I .' Per Share • Payout Per Share. Past Data I xpected Data Growth
(Beginning EPS Rate. DPS --is-Year Averagesl-- 9 = b(ROE) = Rates in

Year ROE of Year) (OVPS X ROE) (POR) (EPS X POR) DVPSEPS . DPS (1 - PORl(ROEl EPS. DPS
_CU. .t~l. __t~L_ (4 ) --1iL ----1~) -iLL -.1!!L -ill- (10 --<.uL

1 ax $10.0000 $0.8000 0.60 $0.4800 3.20% 3.20~

2 8 10.3200 0.8256 0'.60 0.4954 3.20 3.20
3 8 10.6502 0.8520 0.60 0.5112 3.20 3.20
4 8 10.9910 0.8793 0.60 0.5276 3.20 3.20
5 8 11.3427 0.9074 0.60 0.5445 3.15% 3.15% 3.15% 3.20 3.20
6 8 11.7056 0.9365 0.60. 0.5619 3.15 3.15 3.15 3.20 3.20

I

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --'

'"7 10 12.0802 1.2080 0.60 0.7248 3.15 7.61 7.61 4.00 28.99 I

8 10 .12.5636 1.2564 0.60 0.7538 3.30 10.00 10.00 4.00 4.00

9 10 13.0662 1.306'6 0.60 0.7840 3.54 10.23 10.23 4.00 4.00

10 10 13.5888 1.3589 0.60 ' 0.8153 3.77 8.23 8.23 4.00 4.00

11 10 14. 1324 1.4132 0.60 0.8479 3.92 3.92 3.92 4.00 4.00

12 10 14.6977 1.4698 0.60 0.8819 3.92 3.92 3.92 4.00 4.00
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- --- --- - ---- ------ ---------

13 13 15.2856 1.9871 0.60 1. 1923 3.92 9. 17 9.17 5.20 ' 35.20

14 13 16.0804 2.0905 0.60 1.2543 4. 15 12.02 12.02 . 5.20 5.20

1.5 13 16.9166 , 2. 1992 0.60 1.3195 4.50 12.37 12.37 .I, 5.20 5.20• I

16 13 17.7963 2.3135 0.60 1.3881 4.84 10.09 10.09 5.20 5.20

17 13 18.7217 2.4338 0.60 1.4603 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.20 5.20

18 13 19.6952 2.5604 0.60 1.5362 5.07 5.07 5.07 5.20 5.20
--_._---
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biased. This would be true even if below-book equity sales were
expected to continue. Of course, if below-book equity sales were
expected in the future, then the g = b(ROE) calculation would have
to be adjusted downward to reflect the effects of dilution.

Nonconstant Growth

In the preceding section, we dealt with an example where, at each

point in time, investors expected the future growth rate to be a con-

stant. This is the situation usually assumed in DCF analysi-s. Some

times the constant growth ~ssumptions are reasonable, but if growth is

not expected to remain constant, then the standard DCF model must be

modified. In this section we discuss a procedure for modifying the

g = b(ROE) growth rate estimate to accommodate expected changes in b

and ROE, and consequently changes in g.

Based on our discussion in earlier sections, it is clear that the

uti 1i ty indus try has been depressed, a1though it has recently been

improving. These improvements have occurred at different companies at

different times, and some companies are still expected to experience

sharp gains in the years just ahead. While these improvements are

occurring, the company's earnings and dividends will grow rapidly, but

once the situation has stabilized, the company's earnings will grow at a

constant rate. ~ Thus; for DCF purposes ,we need to average together tne

hig~ short-run transition growth rates and the somewhat smaller long

run, steady-state rates.

til what follows, we provide a method for obtaining the average
~.'~ .

growth rate, using Baltimore Gas & E1ectrit (BG&E) as an example .. Here

are some data on BG&E:

1. Book value at June 30, 1983 = $32.69.



2. Year
1979
1980
1981
1982

ROE
11.46%
11.94
11.84
12.92
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Projected ROE for 1983 = 13.0%.

3. ·OPS paid in 1983 = $2.88; probable DPS in 1984 = $3.04.--=

4. Authorized ROE: 14.8%.

5. Forecast of ROE in future:

Year ROE
1984 13.5%
1985 13.9
1986 14.4

1987 and beyond 14.8

. Based on these facts and assumptions, we can develop a set of

projected earnings and dividends, and then calculate an expected DCF

growth rate. This growth rate will consist of two components: (I) a

rel ati vely hi gh short-run growth rate whi ch refl ects not only the re

investment of earnings but also an increase in ROE, and (2) a long-run

sustained growth rate which is based only on the reinvestment of earn

ings. If the Company were expected to sell substantial amounts of stock

at prices substantially above or below book value, then a third growth

element should also be included, but (1) B~&E's stock is now selling at

a relatively small discount below book and (2) the Company d~~s not con-
-

template substantial equity sales in the foreseeable future. Therefore,

positive or negative growth resulting from stock sales can be ignored.

Our first task is to project earnings and dividends per share. We

recognize that EPS is equal to average book value per share times the
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ROE for the year, and that dividends are dependent upon earnings.

Therefore, to calculate EPS and DPS, we need book value. We define ABV

as average book value per share; BVO as beginning book value; and BV1 as

end-of-year book value. Then,

BVO + BV1
ABV = 2 '

and

BV1 = BVO+ [ROE(ABV) - DPS].

By substitution, Equation 2 becomes

ABV = BVO + [BVO + ROE(ABV) - DPS]
2

Solving for ABV, we obtain

(2)-

(3)

:..

2BVO + ROE(ABV) - DPS
ABV = 2

2ABV = 2BVO - DPS + ROE(ABV)

2ABV - ROE(ABV) = 2BVO - DPS
. ,- . ~ .

(2 - ROE)ABV =2BVO - DPS

2BVO - QPS
ABV = 2 - ROE · '.~ (4)

Equation 4 can be used in situations where the" DPS for the year has

already been estimated. However, if DPS has not been estimated, but if
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a target payout ratio can be assumed to exist, then Equation 4 must be

modified by substituting this expression for DPS:

DPS = EPS(Payout) = ROE(ABV)(Payout).
Therefore,

2BVO - ROE(ABV)(Payout)
ABV = 2 - ROE : ..

ABV(2 - ROE) + ROE(ABV)(Payout) = 2BVO

ABV[2 - ROE + ROE(Payout)] = 2BVO

(5)

2BVO
ABV = 2 _ ROE(1 _ Payout)· (6)

These formulas can be used to forecast BG&E1s dividend stream under

alternative sets of assumptions. In the next section, we develop an

average, or IItrended,1I growth rate under what we consider to be the most

likely set of future conditions. Other scenarios would produce somewhat

different growth rates, but the one developed here seems most reasonable

as an estimate of the correct DCF g.

Most Reasonable Scenario. The trended growth rate depends upon (1) the

level of achieved ROE over time and (2) the dividend payout rate. In

this section we show the growth rate that would result if ROE rose over

a four year period from a 1983 level of about 13.0 percent to 14.8

percen!, the current authorized level, with BG&E continuing 'W maintain

its target payout of 70 percent.

Actual Data:

BVO = BV at December 31, 1983 = $33.60.

DPS1984 = $3.04.
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Assumptions:

(1) ROE1983 = 13.0%

ROE1984 = 13.5%

ROE1985 = 13.9%

ROE1986 = 14.4%

ROE1987 and thereafter = 14.8%.

(2)- Payout ratios are as follows:

Payout1984 = 66%

Payout1985 = 70%

Payout1986 = 70%

Payout1987 and thereafter = 70% .

. Book Value Calculations:

ABV = 2($33.60) - $3.04
1984 2 - 0.1350

= $34.40.

ABV = 2($35.20)
1985 2 - 0.139(1 - 0.7)

= $35.95.

ABV = 2($36.70)
1986 2 - 0.144(1 - 0.7}

- = $37.51.

-ABV = 2($38.32)
1987 2 - 0.148(1 - 0.7)

=$39.19.

Ending BV = ABV + (ABV - BVO)

= 2ABV - BVO

= 2($34.40) - $33.60

= $35.20.

Ending BV = 2{$35.95) - $35.20

= $36.70.

Ending BV = 2($37.51) - $36.70

= $38.32.' .~:..

Ending BV = 2($39.19) - $38.32

= $40.06.
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growth rate is 5.92'percent.
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Proj~cted EPS and DPS:

ABV ROE EPS OPS Payout

1984 $34.40 13.5% $4.64 $3.04 66.00%
1985 35.95 13.9 5.00 3.50 70.00
1986 37.51 14.4 5.40 3.78 70.00
1987 39.19 14.8 5.80 4.06 10.00

-

...
Someone buying BG&E's stock in October of 1983 is, in ess~~ce, buy-

ing the stream of dividends to be paid in 1984 and beyond. The terminal

growth rate is g = (1 - Payout)(ROE) = (0.3000)(14.8%) = 4.44%. With

estimated values for PO' 0t' and g having been specified, we can solve

this equation for the discount rate, k, which causes the present value

of the future dividend stream to equal the current prtce of the stock,

Po =-$30.

Po 1984 1985 1986 Price at end of 1986

$30 = $3.04 + $3.50 + $3.78 +L $4.06 l 1 )3
(1 + k) (1 + k)2 (1 + k)3 ~ k - 0.0444 ~1 + k ·

The solution value of k in this case is 16.05%. Since 01/PO =

$3.04/$30.00=;-10.13%, the average long-run growth rate is 16.05% 

10.13% = 5.92%. The growth rate is high (10.1% per y~~r) in the period

1984-1987, as the ROE and hence earnings go through a "catch-up" phase,

then 1evel out at 4.44 percent beyond 1987, and the IIt~en~~~" average
'." .. "" , ..

'-~

Rate of r-eturri--:wttnessess- often overlook the· poi nts that· were

raised in this section. They acknowledge that investors can reasonably

expect improvements in ROE and in b, and consequently they develop a
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9 = b(ROE) based on expected future values above historic levels. This

9 is closer to the correct one than is a 9 based on historic numbers,

but it is still too low because it misses the high transitional growth

rate. Thus, in the BG&E case, the analyst would use g = 4.44 percent

rather than the correct 5.92 percent.

Security Analysts' Growth Forecasts

An alternative to the use of historic data is to base growth esti

mates on security analysts' forecasts. Most large investment banking

firms, some large institutional investors, and numerous investment

research firms employ security analysts who produce forecasts of future

EPS and DPS. These analysts typically specialize in a particular indus

try or in re1ated groups of industri es, and they often come into the

financial analysis profession with substantial experience from previous

employment in the particular industry which they analyze.

The forecasts produced by security analysts are used in stock

valuation models. That is, analysts' forecasts are used as inputs to

DCF valuatio,n models, in which the projected DPS stream is discounted at

an appropriate required rate of return in order to determine ·an intrin

sic value for the security. This intrinsic value is then compared to

the current market pri ce, and investors use thi s compari son to make

buy/sell decisions regarding the stock. • -<-'- -

-.

_AJthough individual investors act independently in ~xriving at

their individual buy, sell, or hold decisions, the observed market price

of a stock reflects the consensus view of all investors regarding its

future growth. Therefore, the consensus of analysts' forecasts is
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embod i ed in market pri ces . Of course, th is argument depends on the

assumption that investors do actually use analysts forecasts and that

market prices are based on these forecasts. However, it is not required

that all or even the majority of investors utilize analysts' forecast

information: If there are sufficient numbers of large institutional

investors, with adequate financial backing, who do us~ analysts'

forecasts, then they wi 11 trade ina securi ty unti 1 its market pri ce

reflects their intrinsic valuation and, hence, the forecasts of

ana lysts.

There have been 1i tera11y dozens of academi c resea rch papers on

the merits of analysts' forecast data, as well as on the extent to which

investors actually use it. A review of all this research is beyond the

scope of this paper; moreover, such a review is not necessary, because

the more recent research papers themselves all revi ew earl i er works.

However, a representative 1isting of work done on analyst forecast

accuracy and the role of the analyst in the formation of investor ex

pectations is included in the attached bibliography. We present below a

summary of what we regard as the most definitive work, that of John G.

Cragg and Burton G. Mal kiel, Expectations and the Structure of Share

Prices (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982). This study was

sponsored by the National Bureau of Economic Research. Dr. Cragg is

Chairman of the Economics Department of the UniversitY._~9f British

Columbia, wh.ile Dr. Ma1kie1 is Dean of the Yale School of Organization
' ..,-"",

and Management and a former member of the President's Counci 1 of Eco

nomi c Adv i sors. These authors obtai ned a set of ana1ys ts' forecas ts

going back to the early 1960s, and they then (1) compared the forecasts
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made during each year with subsequently real ized growth, (2) compared

the accuracy of analysts' forecasts with forecasts based on past trends,

and (3) examined the extent to which stock prices, and consequently the

DCF cost of capital, reflected analysts' expectations versus historic

trends.

ra te.:_

Here is their concluding statement regarding the DCF .growth

-j

One of our major findings is that the average of the expected
long-term growth rates, together with the risk measure provided by
the variance of the growth-rate predictions, gives a closer account
of the valuation of common stocks than do alternatives. These
growth rates were clearly superior in accounting for prices to any
of the simple alternatives we considered. More closely fitting
equations are the results that one would expect from smaller errors
of measurement or from using data that contain more relevant infor
mation in place of less germane measures. Hence one can safely
presume that our data are more similar to the expectations being
valued in the market than are measures based on ex post real ized
growth or regression coefficients. This conclusion, based on the
ability to "explain" prices, is buttressed by noticing that the
overall risk-free expected rates of return suggested by the esti
mates of the expected return regressions are of plausible orders of
magnitude.

The finding that prices reflect expected growth occurred in
spite of the difficulties we encountered from the large variations
in which companies were covered by each of the various predictors.
Earl i er we saw that there is a great dea1 of diversi ty of expecta
tions among forecasters, an aspect of reality with which valuation
models do not usually cope. We also found that, while hardly being
strong predictions, the expectations data appear to yield for~casts

at least as accurate as, and often better than, naive forecasts
based on ex post realizations. Furthermore, we found that we could
not calculate a linear combination of different types of fo~ecasts

whose superior forecasting performance continued over time.
Efficient market hypotheses suggest that ;valuation should

reflect the information available to investors. Insofar as
analysts' forecasts are more precise than other types:,"we should
tnerefore expect thei r differences from other measures to be re-

-' fl ected in the market. It is therefore noteworthy tha t.o.Our regres
sion results do support the hypothesis that analysts' forecasts are
needed even when calculated growth rates are available. As we
noted when we described the data, security analysts do not use
simple mechanical methods to obtain their evaluations of companies.
The growth-rate figures we obtained were distilled from careful
examination of all aspects of the companies' records, evaluation of
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contingencies to which they might be subject, and whatever informa
tion about their prospects the analysts could glean from the com
panies themselves or ,from other sources. It is therefore notable
that the results of their efforts are found to be so much more
relevant to the valuation than the various simpler and more "objec
tive" alternatives that we tried.

We saw in section 3.2.3 that diversity of expectations to
gether with market imperfections might inval idate the valuation
model. However, we also argued that there were theoretical grounds
for supposing that the model would still hold for the -average of
investors' expectations. It is therefore of particular interest

-that our empirical results do support the hypothesis 1:h~t prices
reflect average expectations.

, Although the Cragg and Malkiel study is in our opinion the most

complete,thoroygh, and rigorous one which addresses the specific issues

that are of greatest relevance in cost of capital studies, it is cer

tainly not the only relevant one. Here are brief summaries and key

statements from earlier works which address other aspects of the issue

of analysts' growth rate forecasts versus the use of historic growth

rates for use in DCF models:

1. Brown and Rozeff. L. D. Brown andM. S. Rozeff, liThe Superiority
of Analyst Forecasts as Measures of' Expectations: Evidence from
Earnings," Journal of Finance, March 1978. Brown and Rozeff com
pared quarterly and annual earnings forecasts reported by Value
Line and other,securities organizations with subsequently realized
growth rates. ,They reported that "Value Line consistently makes
~ignificantly, better predictions-than time series models. The very
ge,neraJ·'chara~ter '-of ,Value"Liners .supe-rlority in predicting earn:'
lngs, evidenced over all models, horizons, and years lends extra
ordi nary support ~o the hypothes i s of ana lys t superi ori ty. [Stu
dies of othe~ analysts' forecasts] suggest that Value Line forecast
~uper-ior;'~y_ove,r, time-series model s: is,' not' unique. The hypothesis
pf: 'analyst superiority.,. ~ is.derived from basic economic theory
CUldis not. limited to" the ,case ,or earnings •. -Our eVide-oce of. ana
ly~.t superi ori ty '. -'. .' means that analysts' forecasts shoul d . be

-'l1sed in s~udies of ~' . '. cost of capital .' .. unfi't forecasts
superior to those of analysts are found. 1I

'

c' ~.~; ::- ,Bro,w;l' : a;;nd -, Ro.zeff~ -: a,na1jied. . earli; ngs '_ growth, not di yi dend
:growth,an.d -.they· '-s~fudled :industr.iaT "compan'ies-rather than utili
ties. Nevertheless, they specifically regard their results as
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being generalizable to other forecasts, such as dividend forecasts
for utilities. Incidentally, Cragg and Malkiel studied both utili
ties and industrials, and they analyzed both earnings and divi
dends. The Brown & Rozeff and Cragg &Malkie1 studies are entirely
consistent, and they strongly support one another.

2. Stanley, Lewellen, and Schlarbaum (SLS). In the paper "Further
Evidence on the Value of Professional Investment Research," Journal
of Financial Research, Spring 1981, three Purdue professors anal
yzed the extent to which individual investors acted 011 analyses
provided by brokerage house analysts, as well as the~quality of
-~uch advice in terms of helping investors achieve superibr rates of
return. Here are their conclusions: "An examination of the inves
tor sample1s actual trading activity over the same period indicates
not only that the firm1s advice apparently was heeded often but
also that the consequence of doing so was indeed effective trans
action execution and superior rates of return on investment posi
tions taken congruent with that advice." Thus, SLS report that
individual investors should, and generally do, pay attention to
analysts I reports.

3. Linke. In a paper presented at The Institute for the Study of
Regulation1s 1981 Conference, Charles M. Linke, Chairman of the
Department of Finance at the University of Illinois, described the

. results of a study he did of how institutional investors formulate
growth ra te expecta t ions for use in DCF models. He focused on
AT&T, because it is very widely followed and hence is a good ex
ample firm, but he noted that the findings for AT&T are also appli
cable to other large, publicly traded companies. Here are Linke1s
principal conclusions: "Nearly nine out of ten institutional
investors sampled used either EPS growth, DPS growth, or both
,growth rates. The other 10 percent reported a growth rate combi
nation that included BVPS growth along with EPS and DPS growth
rates. Only one 1M firm [a small institution] reported using BVPS
[book value] growth exclusively in making its AT&T investment
decision..•. Historical BVPS did not receive much emphasis...
• The time period covered by long term growth rate estimates util
ized by ••• institutions in making AT&T investment decisions is
typically fi ve years. . . . It is not surpri si ng that there is a
commonly used growth estimation horizon in an efficient securities
market." Historic growth rates are examined by most institutions,
but most wei ght is gi ven to expected future, not past, growth
rates. . _~ __

Thus, Linke1s study clearly shows that institution~l investors
~emphasize ana1ysts l growth rate forecasts, especially earnings and
dividend forecasts, and give little weight to historic growth rates
in general and to historic book value growth rates in particular.
Linke1s work supports the findings of Cragg and Malkiel, Brown and
Rozeff, and Stanley, Lewellen, and Schlarbaum, and it is also
consistent with our own conclusion that historic growth rates, and
especially the historic book value growth rate are likely to be
misleading.
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4. Touche Ross and Company. In May 1982 the National Association of
Corporate Di rectors pu b1i shed Proxy Di sc1osures and Stockho1der
Attitudes Survey, a study which they had commissioned Touche Ross
to conduct. This study was done in response to SEC inquiries
regarding the type of information companies should provide to
investors. The major conclusion from the Touche Ross study with
respect to DCF analysis is the fact that investors do not pay much
attention to corporate reports and other historical data, relying
instead on analysts' reports which interpret past results 'and
project· future performance: .

"Though corporate communications do not seem to ~d_isap

point stockholders, neither do they wield much influence
with stockholders making general investment decisions:

, 78 percent of the survey respondents said that financial
publ ications influence them the most; 42 percent said
financial advisors do; and 40 percent said news media. 1f

Again, this supports our contention that investors, other than
those with expertise as security analysts, do not attempt to ana
lyze stocks themselves, but, rather, rely upon the advice of paid,
trained, professional analysts.

Are Analysts Biased?

In spite of the rising tide of evidence (I) that analysts produce

the best available forecasts and (2) that investors utilize analysts'

forecasts when they make the decisions which determine the DCF cost of

capital, one occasionally hears the charge that analysts' forecasts tend

to have an upward bias. The reasons for this supposed upward bias are

these:

1.

2.

3.

I : .'. ..• .' :.. ','

There are more potential buyers than sellers of a particular stock~
because most. investors do not own any given stock. Therefore,
analysts tend·~rto 111a-ke optimistic 'forecasts and recommendations in
order.to appeal '.to a 'arger number pf p,otenttal customers ..

. ' '

F~nancial service firms offer both brokerage operations and invest
mentbanking operations. - If the analysts .affiliated with the

-'l)"rokerage operation 'were to' make a, negative recommenQ'ation on a
particular company, this would have a detrimental impact on the in
vestment banking department's ability to attract or retain the
company as a cl i ent. _ " '

. :: t. ' . ...... '. _ '- : _.

Ana lysts obta in some of thei r information. from compani es'. If, an
analyst writes a negative report on a- company, this will make the
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company reluctant to continue supplying the analyst with data and
insights into its activities in the future.

We believe that there is some truth, but probably not much, in each

of these arguments. Even so, none of the arguments is rel evant wi th

regard to the validity and accuracy of published growth rate fore~asts.

We make this statement for four reasons. First, every majo~ investment
--

organization with which we are famil iar publ ishes a summary on each

company that it follows which makes buy, sell, or hold recommendations,

and they clearly do make many sell recommendations. They may not put

out long reports on individual companies which conclude with a sell

recommendation, but they do make such recommendations in their summary

reports. Second, they generally disclose whether or not each particular

company is an investment banking cl ient, so that factor can be taken

into account if one deems it relevant. Third, there are quite a few

i nves tment banking houses, so for every anal ys t whose employer has a

company as a cl ient, there are many other analysts whose firms do not

have the company for a cl ient. Fourth, most of the information that

analysts use is publicly available data reported to the SEC or disclosed

on a regular basis to all analysts at the same time, not confidential

information divulged to a particular analyst.

It should al so be noted that analysts 1iterally 1ive by their

reputations. Investors subscribe to services such as Valu.e._Line, and
-

theY-,~hoose among brokerage houses, in 1arge part on the..~qua 1i ty of

advice provided by the particular organization. Analysts are literally

ranked within the industry, and the magazine liThe Institutional

Investor ll publishes an All-American team, with analysts ranked first,
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second, and third team by industry group. Being on the All-American

team is a tremendous status symbol in the industry, and it can mean

literally hundreds of thousands of dollars in salary per year to an

analyst, not to menti_9.n gr.eat ~argaining power within his or her firm

and the ability to switch firms if conditions are not to the analyst's
-

liking. Since a major input in selection for the All-American team is

reputation and credibility, analysts certainly are not going'--to publis~

delibera.tely biased reports. Finally, if analysts were biased, then

this fact would have been picked up in studies such as those by Cragg

and Ma 1ki e1, Brown and Rozeff, and the 1ike. However, since a11 the

statistical studies indicate that analysts' forecasts are the most

accurate and unbiased ones available, then until someone comes along

with evidence to the contrary, analysts' forecasted growth rates should

be used in DCF cost of capital studies.

Obtaining Consensus Analysts! Estimates

Cragg and Malkiel found that the average of all reputable analysts'

forecasts, no,t the forecast of any single analyst, is reflected in

securi ty prices .and consequently in the DCF cost of capi ta1 . Thi s

brings up the issue of how one can obtain analysts' forecast data. Most

analysts disseminate their forecasts through published reports. How

ever,' other than-Value line and Argus Research, these reports usually.do

not get public distribution, although they can generally~~be obtained
-

from brokerage fi rms' offi ces. . Recently, a new type of servi ce that
~'.~

summarizes the key data from these reports has become available. We are

aware. of:two such services, the Institutional Brokers Estimate Service

(IBES) and Zack's Investment Service, both of which gather data from the
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publ ished security reports and provide it to subscribers on a monthly

basis in both a printed and a computer readable format. In conversa

tions with a number of institutional investors, we have found that they

take the mean and/or median growth forecast as a primary input to their

respective stock valuation models. The very fact that IBES and Zack's

hav~_a large and growing subscriber list--at a fairly high ~ee--is prima

facie evidence that investors do value and use analysts' forecast data .

Table 6 reproduces the IBES printout of data for Southern Company

for August 1983. Note especially that analysts are forecasting signifi

cantly higher long-term growth rates (about 5 percent) than are produced

by any of the historical methods. This is a reflection of the fact that

analysts have incorporated expectations for an improved economic envi-

ronment into their forecast.

. --'- .-
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